
 

1st Shave

OneBlade First

Shave

 

Tough on hair, gentle on skin for

your first shave

Anti-friction blade

Rechargeable

Wet and Dry Use

 

QP1324/20

Tough on hair, gentle on skin for your first shave

Effortless and protective from shave one

Power through easily with the Philips OneBlade 1st Shave. It is the clean-shave

codebreaker designed to keep nicks, cuts and burns at bay with one hand, while

defeating old-fashioned blades with the other. Ready? Go.

Easy to use

Long lasting battery

Durable OneBlade

Charge anytime, anywhere

Fully waterproof

Sharp edges

Create precise edges & sharp lines with the dual-sided blade

Clean shave

Unique OneBlade Technology

Shave it off

Protective shave

Designed to cut hair, not skin

Anti-friction blade
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Highlights

Unique OneBlade Technology

It's fast. Like really fast. Philips OneBlade First

Shave uses a revolutionary cutter to power

through any length of hair. 6000 movements

per minute give you a fast, clean shave while

caring for your skin.

Dual protection system

Glide coating and rounded tips to protect your

skin. A protective plate on top of the cutter,

plus rounded tips, makes the blade glide

smoothly and protect skin from nicks and cuts

while shaving.

Anti-friction blade

It’s smooth. Like really smooth. We added a

layer of micro-glass beads to dial down friction

while you shave. And because that helps

reduce razor burn, you don’t need foam or

water.

Shave it off

Make quick work of your shave by moving

against the grain. While you do that, OneBlade

First Shave helps keep your shave clean and

comfy because it never gets too close.

Durable OneBlade

The blades are designed for lasting

performance. For optimal performance, you

will only need to replace each blade every 4

months*. Replacement is easy and hassle free.

* For best shaving experience. Based on 2 full

shaves per week. Actual results may vary.

Wet and dry

OneBlade is fully waterproof, so it is easy to

clean: just rinse it under the tap. You can shave

wet or dry and even in the shower - whichever

you prefer. No shaving foam needed.

Long lasting battery

Rechargeable battery delivers 30 minutes of

constant performance after an 8 hour charge.

Dual-sided blade

OneBlade follows the contours of your face,

allowing you to easily and comfortably shave

all areas. Use the dual-sided blade to style

your edges and create clean lines by moving

the blade in any direction.

USB-A charging

Can be charged at home or on the road,

perfect for your daily routine and for travel.
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Specifications

Trimming and shaving performance

Shaving system: Contour-following technology,

Anti-Friction Blade, Dual protection system

Accessories

Maintenance: Protection cap

Power

Battery type: Ni-MH

Run time: 30 minutes

Charging: 8 hours full charge

Automatic voltage: 5 V

Max power consumption: 0.5 W

Adapter type: USB-A

Design

Colour: Celestial Blue

Handle: Ergonomic grip and handling

Service

Replacement head: Replace every 4 months*,

QP215, QP225

2 year warranty: 2-year warranty on the handle

Shaving Performance

Shaving system: Contour-following technology,

Dual protection system

Ease of use

Rechargeable

Wet and dry usage

* For best shaving experience. Based on 2 full shaves per

week. Actual results may vary.
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